SESLIP Regional Alliance Peer challenge 2019 - 2020
Triad 1
Date: 25 November 2019
Venue: LGA Offices, 18 Smith Square, London, SW1P 3HZ
Facilitator: Anna Wright
Participating authorities
East Sussex
Surrey
Wokingham

Authority that DCS will read SA in depth
Surrey
Wokingham
East Sussex

Timetable
10.00

Introductions: Each person states their name and role and what they want to give to and
receive from the process today

10.15

First DCS presentation on their children’s services self-assessment

10.30

Questions from the two other local authority teams, led by the Lead Review DCS

11.40

The presenting team sit back and listen as the other two teams reflect on what they have
heard, affirming strengths and potential good practice offers first and then offering thoughts
and insights into possible areas of risk and where to focus improvement
Reaction to reflection – presenting DCS and team react to the affirmation, thoughts and
insights
Response from DCS and the team of how the questions have shaped their thinking, what they
will be taking back to their own work plan and first thoughts on asks for support they may
have from the region as a result. They will also confirm the offers they could make to other
authorities.
Invitations for a Topical Peer Challenge visit during the following year.

12.00
12.10

12.20
13.00

Lunch
Second DCS presentation on their children’s services self-assessment

13.15

Questions from the two other local authority teams, led by the Lead Review DCS

14.25

The presenting team sit back and listen as the other two teams reflect on what they have
heard affirming strengths and potential good practice offers first and then offering thoughts
and insights into possible areas of risk and where to focus improvement
Reaction to reflection – presenting DCS and team react to the affirmation, thoughts and
insights
Response from DCS and the team of how the questions have shaped their thinking, what they
will be taking back to their own work plan and first thoughts on asks for support they may
have from the region as a result. They will also confirm the offers they could make to other
authorities.
Invitations for a Topical Peer Challenge visit during the following year.

14.45
14.55

15.05

Tea/coffee

15.15

Third DCS presentation on their children’s services self-assessment

15.30

Questions from the two other local authority teams, led by the Lead Review DCS

16.40

The presenting team sit back and listen as the other two teams reflect on what they have
heard affirming strengths and potential good practice offers first and then offering thoughts
and insights into possible areas of risk and where to focus improvement
Reaction to reflection – presenting DCS and team react to the affirmation, thoughts and
insights
Response from DCS and the team of how the questions have shaped their thinking, what they
will be taking back to their own work plan and first thoughts on asks for support they may
have from the region as a result. They will also confirm the offers they could make to other
authorities.
Invitations for a Topical Peer Challenge visit during the following year.

17.00
17.10

17.20

Prioritisation of suggestions for workstreams to be included in the SESLI Programme for the
next year and taken to the annual summit in March;
Suggestions for multi-lateral problem-solving groups/topics;
Suggestions for new 19-a-side regional networking group

17.35

Finish
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